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Friday 6 may
17.30

18.00

19.00

19.30

20.30

Music by Alléskolan (Stora 
Salongen)

Music by Alléskolan (Stora Sa-
longen)

opening speech and screening of 
regional short films (Stora Sa-
longen)

mingling and music (Foajén)

Tribe friday 
(Stora Salongen)



Saturday 7 may
13.00

14.45

16.00

17.00

18.00

19.00

19.30

15.30

screening: Lantisar (Stora Salongen)
opening short: Happiness comes slowly

Panel discussion ( in visholmen)

screening: international short films
(Stora Salongen)

screening: NAtional short films (Stora Sa-
longen)

screening: Regional short films (Stora Sa-
longen)

coffee break and mingling (Foajén)

award ceremony (Stora Salongen)

Mingling and music (foajén)



Tribe Friday

Tribe Friday are determined to take over the world 
with their signature mix of 2000s indie rock, dancing 
pop and emo. Ever since the debut EP 2019, the band 

has in a short time captured a dedicated global audi-
ence, toured on two continents, played extensively on 
radio and been nominated for “Group of the Year” on 
P3 Gold, and performed at the gala of the same name. 
Tribe Friday is now investing forward with tours and 
completing the last pieces of the debut album “bubbel-

gum emo” which is expected in the spring of 2022

Tribe Friday consists of members Noah Deutschmann 
(vocals & guitar), Isak Gunnarsson (guitar) and Rob-
in Hanberger Pérez (bass). They debuted with the EP 

“Trying Your Luck” and since then new music has been 
released continuously. In addition to P3, they have 

been praised in domestic press such as Gaffa as well 
as internationally by, among others, Pitchfork.



International 
Short Films

charlie surfer (NO) 
Charlie is 10 years old and diagnosed with Aspergers. He is proud of his di-
agnosis but sometimes he wishes he could be more like the other boys in 
his class. Feeling different makes him feel left out at times. He has found 
two things he loves to do, surfing and dancing. We follow Charlie through 
ups and downs at this year’s surf camp.
Original title: Charlie Surfer
Director: Pia Strømme
Producer: Knut Inge Solbu
Country: Norway
Year: 2020
Duration: 15 min

Radio silence (DK)
Breaking up with someone you have loved can be one of the hardest 
things to do.

Original title: Radio Silence
Director: Kerren Lumer-Klabbers
Producer: Oda Kruse
Country: Denmark
Year: 2021
Duration: 16 min

Three grains of salt (FR)
Two sisters, aged 8 and 5 hang out alone at home, in the middle of the 
countryside. Elsa, the youngest, swallows three grains of coarse salt. 
Judith announces to her that she’s doomed to a death by desiccation. She 
only has a few hours to live, when the return of their mother with her 
ardent and feverish behaviour, turns the family destiny upside down.

Original title: Trois grains de gros sel
Director: Ingrid Chikhaoui
Producer: Philippe Wendling
Country: France
Year: 2022
Duration: 26 min



National
Short Films

Ever clean paws (se)
The Panther is a detective who faces his first unsolvable case. In his quest 
to find the bones of the victim he must face his most fierce enemies. One 
of which is the prowling Mister Cat.

Original title: Ever Clean Paws
Director: Hampus Pettersson
Producer: Hampus Pettersson
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 7 min

spacetime (se)
A wide-eyed young explorer takes to the stars in search of a new home.

Original title: SPACETIME
Director: Max Shore
Producer: Agnes Jakobsson, David Digman, Max 
Shore
Country: Sweden
Year: 2020
Duration: 21 min

lamb (se)
When Linda gets a phone call about her little brother, their relationship is 
changed forever. What happens when we have to choose between those 
we love, and what we believe is right?

Original title: LAMM
Director: Pollyanna Popermâjer
Producer: Pollyanna Popermâjer
Country: Sweden
Year: 2021
Duration: 13 min



Regional 
Short Films

Äran (se)
In the darkness of the corridors, a young man searches for the truth, is 
everything a nightmare, a dream without end? Or is everything just an 
existence of fear for the future? For age? Himself?

Director: Simon Jansson
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 2 min

Sandlådan (se)
Petra starts unprovokedly beating Ulrik. His friends want to help him, but 
it’s complicated.

Directors: Leon Sundkvist, Norton Andersson
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 4 min

katarinas berättelse (se)
Katarina tells the police about her day.

Director: Mattias Staaf
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 8 min

dödens gudson (se)
A young man becomes a successful doctor with the help of his godfather, 
Death himself. But his loyalty to his godfather is put to the test when the 
king himself falls victim to the plague.

Director: Charlie Halldén
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 18 min

Cyberlife
In the future, when robots have developed feelings, Connor is created to 
stop those robots with the help of officer Hank. Together they will stop 
Cyberlife.

Director: Leon Sundkvist, Milo Tålsgård
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 11 min



Super short 
Short Films

field day
Director: Fred Huang
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 1 min

identitetskris
Director: Jennifer Persson
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 1 min

A second-generation Latina 

Director: Josefin Trulsson
Country: Sweden
Year: 2022
Duration: 2 min

made by students at Örebro University



Lantisar and 
panel discussion

Lantisar
Madde lives a hectic life in Stockholm. One day she receives a letter from 
her father Leif who wants her to come back to her childhood home. An 
intense weekend with her father changes her attitude to the rural area 
she left a long time ago.

Original title: Lantisar
Director: Malin Dahl
Producer: Närkesbergsfilm AB, Backa Studios AB
Writer: Johnny Wernersson, Malin Dahl
Country: Sweden
Year: 2019
Duration: 83 min

Participants in the panel discussion

The panel discussion will touch on the topics of film making outside of the big 
cities and how to get funding for your projects. 

Åke Lundström, 
moderator

Jerry Eriksson Sara Blomqvist Malin Dahl Johnny Wernersson

Opening short: Happiness comes slowly
A poetic depiction of how a young girl is picked up by society’s safety net 
and uses dancing as a tool to become whole.

Director: Sara Blomqvist
Country: Sweden
Year: 2021
Duration: 5 min



Judges in the Short film competition 

Throughout the festival, there will 
also be an art exhibition from 

Kulturrummet aniAra

Exhibiting artists 
G.F
Madelene G.
Alexander E.
William J.
Crannog

Darcie D.
M.L
Jenny G.
Simon G.
Noon

Daniel J.
Sonday
Elvis R.
Charlie H.
LL

Ben Bone
Jenny Ö.H
Thomas B.
S.R
Jennie T.

Malin Dahl Magnus Halling Erica Andersson
Magnus is a 35-year-old screen-
writer who has written for 
production companies and also 
won a screenplay competition 
with one of his feature film 
scripts. He has also studied film 
studies and works partly as a 
filmmaker for information and 
educational films.

Malin produces, writes and directs 
films both on commission and 
self-produced.
Artistic background from Örebro 
art school and has run the film 
company Backa Studios AB since 
2009 together with the filmmaker 
Johnny Wernersson.
Backa Studios has produced and 
distributed 2 feature films (most 
recently the film Lantisar 2019), 
lots of short films and documen-
taries as well as thousands of 
commissioned films. Producing 
everything from feature films, 
documentaries to animation.

Erica works as a producer at 
Edisen where her focus and 
goal is to create films with a 
narrative that affects people. 
She loves challenges and 
thrives best in the context of 
commercials where she has 
worked with customers such as 
Lidl, Absolut Vodka, Epidemic 
Sound, Epiroc and more.

Sara Blomqvist

Sara is a producer and CEO of 
the production company Tant 
Sara Motion Pictures in Örebro. 
They make custom films every-
day and it can be about almost 
any type of moving pictures. 
Sara is passionate about using 
the film in its proper element 
and telling touching stories.



Share the programme with a 
friend!


